
I am walking down a ski-slope and see a competition between two cars. The fastest is the oldest and can even jump. I then help the organizers to set my camera on the side of the jump to show how big it is. As the car goes over the tripod moves and I tell them that I will have to do some editing.

I am in an institution and talk to the director who asks if I know his assistant. He wants me to follow her wherever she goes and we go upstairs where her office is. Everyone is on holiday but not her and I wonder what kind of interest he has. She seems very lame and certainly not attractive. 

I am at a station and get in the main hall to buy the train ticket to go down south where a girl lives. As I am in queuing with other people I realize that I forgot my luggage in another train. It is now going north and I try to think if there was anything important in it but my passport is with me.

I am in the terrace of a restaurant drawing. I actually finish to do so and get ready to go home but a guy shows me how I can fold my drawings. He tries to have one tilted so that the other ones keep in a roll but he does not manage. I then try myself and find a way to keep them rolled together.

I am in a villa having a meeting with my former Estonian director. He gives me instructions on how to handle an old Swedish artist who is supposed to a resident of our school for a year. I then ask him if he means an academic year and he confirms before I get ready to drive to meet the artist.

I am in an apartment eating with my Polish friend and his Jewish girlfriend. I tell them how much I consider is work very boring and musical since he decided to keep in academia. She then replies that he actually has a lot of very creative work he has done but he has not published it yet.

I am biking on the road from the train station to our Dutch house and meet a mother biking the opposite way. As I bike forward I meet another woman also biking and I realize that when I bike with my daughter back from school I also meet the two women in the same order but further down.

I am in a car with my stepfather driving at night. He stops at a gas station and we realize that there is a small night club there. It is too crowded and we decide to check a bigger one in the back. The music is very boring and I explain to him how sophisticated it can now be using computers.

I am with my girlfriend in a terrace talking to some exchange students. One of them actually falls down and ends up suspended in another terrace below. We then realize that there was a very thin red thread hanging there and he was lucky enough to end up with both legs twisted on it. 

I am with my Polish friend making a portrait of him standing in the middle of a field. I actually want to paint some sky but only in the upper part. I can easily do that on the left but on the right I have already painted a sea with a small boat on the distance and it can be too difficult to erase.

I am in a big garage with my oldest son and realize that our mountain neighbour is backing up with a big tractor. He almost runs over us and as we move away I realize that it the sides are bent. I then help him to throw them away and I think how to replace them with some that are higher.

I am in a shop in my native village and realize that the shop owner has got me new tires. I actually did not order them but anyway decide to buy them. They are already mounted on the rims and I get ready to pay but she comes up with a very outrageous price and I tell them I don't want them.

I am in the cafeteria of a big building and try to walk through a crowd to see what it is going on. There is actually a stand up comedian seating down and reciting his jokes. They are not fun but everyone is very interested and I realize that they are all stand up comedians and it is a competition.

I am in my mountain museum working with my oldest son when I see a jeep driving very fast on the road above. I actually don't mind it so much but it soon starts driving down the forest on the opposites side. I can see several people inside and I think of an attack but they are only carpenters. 

I am in a small square writing an essay on a bench. I feel very inspired and I have a lot to write but my girlfriend and her family is also there and they want to move on. I then follow them but try to repeat in my head what I want to write and wait the moment that they stop to resume the essay.

I am with two other guys inside the old cottage of my Swedish parents-in-law. They have actually fully renovated the place and I let the two guys in one of the smaller rooms while I enter a bigger bedroom. I then try to see if I can jump from the window if we get caught but it is too high up.

I am in a park and see an ancient ruin in the distance. As I approach it I see that it is a church that was never completed. I then wonder why and notice the sculptures of a royal family on the top. As get closer I realize that it is a modern sculpture built with bronze bars and it will last forever.

I am in on holiday in a big house and go check on my oldest son. He is laying in a big bed and I slowly walk towards him. He is actually reading a magazine I gave him but I find that he is looking at a page with pictures of a naked actress. They are very small and I realize he could only curious.

I am in a parking lot waiting for my step-father. He finally joins me and we manage to cross a big road with a white old car almost running over us. We then get in his green car but as we start driving I realize that the hood has been cut and what remains of it comes up against the windscreen.  

I am in a office with the architect who has helped me with the permits for my museum. My oldest son and his mother are also there and he shows us two items he took from their house on a secret visit there. He first says that he went in the winter but then says the fall when I was also there.

I am walking outside our Dutch village carrying our trash bin when I see my Italian musician friend biking. I then follow him to an abandoned factory where he is going to perform. He is actually only going to show how to make pancakes like pizzas in a wooden oven although they get too dry.

I am in a terrace meeting other exchange students. I get different gifts from them and got one level higher to store them in my locker. I even got new shoes and I manage to fit everything inside but notice that there are some flames. I then run back down to get a bottle of cold tea to turn them off.

I am in his family villa with my oldest son who announces me that he is now done working for me and will now work for the hunters. He has to kill as many animals as possible and manages to kills a small bird with a long siring. He then looks behind the sofa and catches a big black rat alive.

I am walking over an old bridge with some Italian girls and notice how one side is painted pink. A girl really likes it but I can see that the paint is already getting out. We then continue with some old bikes and I show a way that takes us down a slope full of bumps. There I manage to go faster.

I am in the countryside and reach the house of a black guy who is taking watermelons in a shed. He is afraid of me and gives a small one. I then continue to another shed where a Japanese family is eating. I seat at the entrance to watch them and also eat my watermelon but they invite me in.

I am in an apartment with my mother who tells me about my grandparents. She just put my grandfather in a asylum for psychopaths and I get very angry. As I go to a room to close myself inside I realize the door is of glass and hear that my grandmother is at a beach tanning like a young lady.

I am showing a girl an island to the south but see that there are still no leaves on the trees. There is actually snow on the ground but the water is warm and we start swimming. It is actually frozen at one point and we cross over the ice but there are wolves and I try to break it with a stone.

I am in a field taking a small holiday with my Dutch neighbours. We have been driving very far away but it is time to drive back home. One of my neighbours would like to rent a caravan to take it a bit easier and I tell his son that I would just want to have a bike and slowly make it back. 

I am watching a documentary about the Canadian city where my father lives. People with cars just drive on very muddy roads and people with motorcycles just cross the river to go to the other side of the city. The river is now very polluted because of it but they keep on crossing despite a ban.

I am in a big village and try to reach a restaurant in a smaller village with my girlfriend. We need to walk there and realize that a lot of other people are doing the same. It is not too far but there use to be a railroad connecting the two villages and we all walk on it to make it to the smaller one.

I am in a small stadium taking part to a competition. We actually start running and I realize that my competitors are not that strong. I am actually in front of them but the track takes me inside a building. I then have to start climbing up and down and I realize I am dressing like a superhero.

I am walking with my mother outside her seaside apartment. As I turn around to look at it I realize that the whole condominium is really nice with actual bricks. As I check the terraces I find that they are actual gold. She also looks with me and I put my head on her shoulder to make peace.

I am in front of the house where I now live with my family and take a new printer out of the car. It is actually a very simple machine made with two motors moving a pen around. My girlfriend is very critical about it but I try to explain to her that we can do many different kind of prints with it.

I am in a stadium watching between the Italian football team and the English. The former manages to run forward but the ball ends up behind the golly and both teams run after it. As we wait for them to come back I read that they have been interned after the local police found them positive.

I am walking in a tunnel with two other girls. There was actually a railway there but we soon come to a door with a sign warning us that in the next level the trains are still active. We then walk in there and try to keep between two narrow stripes that was made for pedestrian not to be run over.

I am in my mountain village and see a caterpillar removing the columns in front of my old neighbour's house. He comes out and he is actually happy about it. He then shows us the small football field he was able to make in the back of his house. It is tiny and there is a staircase to the goal. 

I am walking in a field with some American guys and girls. We have no backpacks but reach a cottage that it gets dark. There is no light inside and as others turn on the fire to warm up some old pizzas I play with my new camera and find the button to take pictures. I take one with the flash.    

I am on a beach next to a river saying goodbye to two immigrants who are driving away. They actually come back and one of them gets angry with me because I left the motor of his boat outside. I then show him that it is under cover and that I attached it to the wall so it can drip all the water.

I am on a dirt road taking a walk with my girlfriend and kids. I actually need to work and she was supposed to be with the kids by herself. We anyway keep walking together and I decide not to work anymore and try to walk all together up a path crossing the hills coming up on our left side.

I am in a small bathroom and need to pee. There is a special liquid inside the WC and I pee in it anyway even though it must be something for my stepfather uses to keep a healthy intestine. He is actually there but does not get angry with me and just start talking about a religious ceremony.

I am walking with my sister in a big American city. I actually want to avoid the traffic and she takes me on a bike path. It only crosses a field and then we are back on a much more trafficked road. There are many cars but also a police on a motorbike listening to techno music out loud. 

I am on a high bridge and see some girls waiting at a bus station below. I then zoom in with my camera to photograph one of them but they are much closer than I think. I actually seat with them and explain how the best pictures are taken holding the camera down as if one is carrying it.

I am in a university talking to one of the professors there. She is actually lesbian and tells me how she was supervising a student and the latter called her the name of a Mexican character. I then tell her that this is unacceptable and she should definitively find a way to punish him. 

I am walking on a dirt road in the forest and find a skull of an animal. It is very old and as I look at it I see a smaller and younger skull within it. I then walk forward and find three other old skulls with the young skulls inside. I realize it could be a threat and hurry to see if my family is fine.

I am watching a movie about a prophet and see that it is actually a comedy. The parents of the prophet are actually dressed with modern clothes and the father is being very flirtatious with the mother. The latter is actually the holy virgin and find this very absurd and show it to my mother.

I am in the square of my native village and meet three girls who have just parked there car. I then ask them where they live and they tell me the name of a neighborhood. I then guess it is closed to a private clinic and realize we are actually next to it and it is fully abandoned smelling cadavers. 

I am in a classroom observing a girl taking her notes. She actually stretches her arm to hold my hand and we kiss. I then realize she is still a minor and her parents want her to study instead of hanging out with me. I then leave the school but realize she must be desperately in love with me. 

I am walking with my son in an amusement park. There is actually a ride with plastic boats and he wants to try it. It is empty and I first think it is for small kids but as we walk through it I realize how big it is. We end up to the top and the only way down is through an abandoned ride.

I am the restaurant nearby our mountain village and I ask the Jewish waiter for some bread. He comes back with a half of a big loaf and just puts it on the table without cutting it. I then realize that he thinks we are poor and wants me to take it home to feed my family in the coming days.

I am about to get inside my mountain apartment when I see that my project museum is next to me. There are actually two versions of it and I use the zoom of a big camera to check them. The front one is empty but the one in the back is full and both of them have many big rocks around them. 

I am talking to the father of my girlfriend's sister-in-law. He is actually showing me on my phone a natural park and I point out to him the two places to the north and the south where I left my car once. He actually recommend a parking in the middle and from there he shows me a long trail.

I am at a bus stop at night checking how to get to my old Swedish neighborhood. The bus arrives and I ask the driver but he just dries away. As it gets light again I start walking to a big square covered with snow. There are many immigrants but they all became rich with the house market.

I am walking inside an apartment my mother bought for me. There is only one room and as I try to walk inside another one I enter the apartment of a single mother. She shows me the way out and I try to enter my apartment again but end up in a room where three young girls are sleeping.

I am watching a movie about an Indian girl with green eyes making herself beautiful with rose petals. She then goes to the bathroom to check herself out but finds a white man in her bathtub. He is naked and wants her inside but she hesitates. In the end she throws herself in fully dressed.  

I am in an swimming pool attending the Olympics. The Italian team is competing against the American. There are actually two swimmers per team and they are holding a big ice-cream and have to swim with it. The Italian swimmers then roll it against the side of the pool to make it lighter.

I am in a parking lot of an high-school and see that all the cars parked there have been set ablaze. They are actually all caravans and find also that of a friend. His sister was sleeping inside but her room his still fine and he decides to drive away through a police block. He manages to make it.

I am in a cafeteria talking to my Danish curator and her American girlfriend. They want me to show my work in their next exhibition but tell me that I have to be more of a scientist than an artist. I then show them the textures of my museum and agree that I should show some of them.

I am watching a movie about two convicts who are left in a field with a chain connecting them. They were athletes and they used to compete against one another but now they have to be friends. Three girls actually walk down a hill to observe them working the land but they both take a seat.

I am cutting the grass in front of a big villa but the trimmer is too old and I walk to the entrance to ask the owner for a better one. He only brings me a piece of string to keep cutting with the same one and then gets back inside and locks himself in. His bodyguards don't know what to tell me.

I am in a restaurant getting some sausages from a buffet. Another man is also picking some and I almost hit his hands with my fork. He doesn't mind that and starts to give me the better sausages on my plate. I then walk back and realize I am in my German friend's vegetarian restaurant. 

I am on a hill and walk down to a parking lot where I meet an old university friend. I remember him to be very intelligent and I ask him what book he is reading lately. He doesn't even talk to me and just make a sign to show me that he doesn't read any books. I then stop following him.

I am on a small boat crossing a lagoon when the captain arrives and close our cabin door. She then starts the heating but I realize that it blows cold air. I open the door and find that the air coming from the outside is much hotter. I then leave that open even though the heater keeps working.

I am hidden behind a big pine tree on the slope of a mountain. My old friends are already walking downhill and I start throwing small stones at them. As I run down my best friend throws back some big stones at me. They can kill me and I have to take shelter behind another big pine tree.

I am in a restaurant and a man introduces me a girl who is actually living on top of my Venetian apartment. I then ask her what she thinks about our neighbours on the ground floor but she doesn't know them. I ask about the other neighbours next to me but she also doesn't know them. 

I am standing next to a big river talking to a local. As I wonder how to navigate it he realizes I am no longer in a relationship. He then tells me that he has a very good Jamaican friend who has two young daughters. I then think he wants me to date them but then realize they are prostitutes. 

I am walking out of a building with a girl and meet another girl. I have actually dumped the latter to stay with the former but realize that she was much better. As I keep on walking alone along a river I see her already laying down with a new guy ready to kiss. I then decide to stay a bachelor.

I am on the top floor of a condominium and hear my best friend talking below with his wife. He is very loud and I walk down one floor to hear what he is saying. As I get close to his door he tells her that he is very frustrated and wants to get out to screw my stepsister who lives below them. 

I am in a small garden with the Italian architect who helped me building the project museum. He tells me that he really want to go there to get some old furnitures. He wants to go now but he has a small car but I don't want him to think that I don't want him there and just tell him to go.

I am in the living room of my mountain apartment and hear my girlfriend talking to a carpenter. He is also Dutch and she tells me that his company needs a welder. I offer myself to do the job even though he doesn't speak English and they want me to weld stainless plates I have never welded.

I am with my small daughter going back to her school after the summer. She is very afraid of it and wants to keep with me but the teacher comes out to welcome her. She starts crying and give her a piece of bread to eat. The teacher also has an identical piece and starts eating with her.

I am on a beach with my spiritual friend but the water is too muddy and I want to look for a better spot. I then start dragging him on an inflatable mattress but underneath is a green snake. We then take shelter in a our bedroom but he lets the snake in and then tries to shock it with electricity.

I am in our Dutch village buying some tools I need at the hardware store. It has been closed once again due to the pandemic and there is only a smaller part that is open. I then start waiting for my turn by the queue is very long and I realize that everyone is just picking what their online orders.

I am on a road biking behind my small daughter. She actually rushes forward to cross a road. There is a zebra cross but a woman on a white small car does not see her. I then rush forward myself and try to stop her but she keeps going forward and I start hitting her car until she notices me.

I am in my mountain village at night taking out my stuff from a small van. It actually start rolling forward and I try to pull the handbrake but it is too late and it precipitates. I think of trying to rescue some boxes but it catches fire. I first think it can explode but it completely burns down.

I am driving with my son down a road and see that there is an international school. I then think he should be going there and try to determine how long he would take to ride from his house. There is actually a sign telling me not to turn back and I just start walking but there are many people.

I am just outside a garage when I see a Moroccan burglar coming with a crowbar. He gets inside to steal some lemonade bottles and I warn the owner. I actually seat down with the latter and the Moroccan comes to offer us some of the lemonade. We actually starts to ignore him until he leaves.

I am looking at a map of the Swedish peninsula and try to spot the bay where my son leaves. I just look at the shape and find one that it is very similar but then read the name and see that it is far to the south. As I look at it again I realize that it is not really a bay but more of a river.

I am with two other guys in a car and one guy wants to seat right next to me. I don't want to and just go in the back and observe the other guy who is drawing. He is good and I ask him whether he can repeat the drawing he is making with a variation to check whether he can be an animator.

I am walking in a market with a group of migrants. It is very busy and we actually pass by a group of Danish people. We are also living up north and surprise them by speaking Swedish. I don't care about their reaction and just keep on walking with a dark girl commenting what we see on sale.

I am on a boat with the Italian architect who helped me getting the permissions to build my installation. He is actually behind rowing and we reach an old city. The weather is not too hot and I suggest him to go around the lagoon but he does not listen to me and take the channel right across it.

I am watching a movie about the childhood of a German dictator. He was forced to kill another boy and then the little sister of the latter. They were both put on a wheelbarrow to be taken away and the small dictator was asked to lay on top of them. I then realize how he became so brutal.

I am in a small classroom filled with students waiting for my old English colleague to come. He actually calls me to say that he cannot make it and tells me to postpone our lecture to the following week. He then hangs up but I cannot teach the following week and decide to try to lecture alone.

I am in a car with my girlfriend's father. He is driving really fast in a small road and I realize that he has no idea where is going. He starts surpassing several cars and I understand that he must think he is in a highway but the direction is not the right one to make back up north where we live.

I am outside an old city with my oldest son when an American tourist asks me what to visit. I then tell him to enter the old city through a narrow corridor but soon realize it only leads to a church. The tourist is already inside holding a gold sculpture of an angel to a priest who is blessing it.

I am in our mountain apartment checking a fine I just got. It is says that we made too much noise in the near of my museum. There are also some pictures of me and my family but they were taken inside a metro. I then realize that the hunter trying to sabotage my project has been spying us.

I am in an apartment with my ex wife and get ready to shower when she tells me that she found a job in the capitol. We then think of an apartment we could buy there but I realize we should actually find one outside. As I finally shower I get the idea that it could be nice to live next to the sea. 

I am in a small lake with my stepcousin when a gray swan comes to eat the seeds of a flower standing between us. He actually moves the flower away but the swan starts hitting his head. Another guy swims to us and the duck goes to the latter to hit his head but he is not bother about it.

I am in an apartment with a guy who wants to stub me. I then run downstairs and manage to hide in the apartment below. I try to lock myself inside but there is already a girl sleeping there. I tell her what is happening and she locks the doors for me. We lay in a small bed together and kiss.

I am in my Swedish son's house with a Swiss friend and his girlfriend. The latter is only half Swiss and keeps using the living room to get changed. I need to use the bathroom but feel embarrassed and just go to my son's grandmother small bathroom where she has many natural products.

I am looking at a tourist guide showing the Norwegian mountains. I remember them to be quite boring but the pictures shows beautiful Tibetan like architecture built on them. As I keep on turning the pages this architecture disappears and there are only steep rocks with expert climbers. 

I am walking with my girlfriend on a path. It is very wild and I feel we are not going to make it through but then rich a very good dirt road. As we start walking there I get the idea we should go on a pilgrimage with the entire family and she really likes it even though we only have few days free.

I am in the cellar of my old art history teacher with a young student. I then try to teach him what our teacher taught me and show him the pages of an ancient book. There are only embroidered figures and I make him drink a glass of liquor to get an understanding of the meaning behind them.

I am in a big room with a lot of people who wants to be vaccinated against a deadly virus. I am actually upfront waiting to get a ticket to also get the vaccine but another people behind me is really pushing. The doctor is actually my father's brother and he is able to get everyone to seat down.

I am in a small American village waiting for the bus with a friend. A couple also start waiting with us and as the bus comes my friend realizes he has no ticket. I then get in with the couple and we reach an old city with palaces painted in purple. I tell the girl it is nice that it is not monumental.

I am getting out of a pub and see my Russian friend acting for a movie. He is crossing a big road with actress and as they take a break he comes to talk to me. He is impressed since I cut my hair I always wear a hat. I then try to reply but two fans come and ask to be also part of the movie.

I am in a small hotel room cooking tortellini. I don't have enough and mix different brand together so that I can also feed my roommates. One of them is a girl and I pick the best tortellini out for her. I then put them in a jar and give it to her but she is not hungry and tells me she already ate.

I am in a gypsy camp with my daughter and we find a person who tells us to be a dentist. We then get in her caravan and she adds two big bags of infusion drips to my daughter's arms. She then inject a medicine in the drips and I realize it is too much to only fix some cavities in her mouth.

I am in a harbour with a Japanese tourist. We pass by a modern tower but she is not impressed about it. As we enter a cafe we see a picture of the same tower and she gets really impressed. I then realize that in the winter the sky is much clearer and the glass in the tower gets transparent.

I am with my small children next to a bush where we want to build a little house. I actually send them forward but realize that there was a black snake inside it. It comes towards me and goes away. I then think I should put cement to prevent further snakes but then just make some noise.

I am walking with a friend in a forest but it is getting dark and we still have to reach the restaurant where we are going to eat. We then decide to walk faster and reach my mountain neighbours. I then tell my friend how they are using subsidies to renovate their house and he doesn't greet them.


